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Our experienced staff are ready  
to answer your questions, worldwide.  

Please contact us

Shelf Ready  
and Retail Ready  
Packaging

Unprecedented  
benefits

› Significant cost reductions
›  Easy opening- tool free removal in the 

supermarket
› Quick and easy to identify
› A wide range of banding paper or film
› Far less waste, easy to dispose of

• 
 Less is more… 
less packaging,  
more savings

• 
Using an easy to remove band 
with a well designed tray or frame 
will use only a slight amount 
of packaging compared to box, 
shrinkwrap and card alternatives

Ultra Clean + lowest cost of ownership
Bandall uses the advanced Ultra Clean Seal (UCS) system to seal the 
band guaranteeing a clean and secure closure. The machines have mainly 
pneumatic and very few mechanical parts. Standard components and low 
priced parts ensure little maintenance is required. Bandall has the lowest cost 
of ownership. 

Kind to the environment - reduce the burden
Using Bandall can contribute significantly to your goals in reducing 
environmental costs – less packaging, reduced waste, lower transport costs 
and energy use. 

Bandall equipment 
has the lowest cost of 

ownership
•



Clean up
Supermarkets and suppliers are already enjoying the benefits of Shelf 
Ready and Retail Ready Packaging. Removing the need for outer boxes, 
tear-off boxes, or shrink wrapping is a proven cost-cutting improvement in 
efficiency.

›  Quicker and easier shelf filling reduces re-stocking time
›  Easy identify - product remains visible during handling
›  Banding can function as a handle

 

No other system than 
Bandall is able to process  
35 micron banding material 

•

› Care for your product
› Fast and efficient
› Language free equipment
› Accurate and consistent
› Low operational costs
› Simple to operate
› Flexible
› Safe and clean

Bandall banding cuts packaging volume
Welcome to Bandall,  
setting the standard in banding since 1990
Bandall banding is in more than 90 countries worldwide and supported by 
a dealer network in 50-plus countries. Bandall equipment places a paper 
or plastic band around your products, stacks, bundles or cases of products, 
slashing packaging and waste volume. We at Bandall consider the reduction 
in packaging waste to be one of the most important benefits of SRP and RRP 
packaging. This is also consistent with our wish as a company to do our part in 
contributing to sustainability in packaging.
 

Easy add-ons - conveying, counting, stacking,  
Print & Band
Bandall provides a complete range of products, from simple stand-alone 
machines to fully automatic, OEM and custom made solutions. Bandall 
equipment bundles together all products, even in demanding environments.
Fully automatic systems are modular, including counting and stacking, pusher 
and separator systems, conveyors often driven by servo motors. We are 
always ready to discuss your project requirements.

Standard band widths range from 28mm to 125mm. Bandall is unique in 
processing wide banding materials. Also, pre printed banding materials offer 
amazing possibilities.

Patented - means savings for you
Bandall has been granted an international patent for the unique technology 
to process the thinnest, and therefore most economical banding materials, 
35 micron film is solely possible with Bandall equipment. Extra large rolls of 
banding film mean more stacks between roll changes – 3000 meter and more 
on a roll. 

The additional benefit of down gauging the cardboard 
boxes was not only a reduction in packaging waste, but also 
allowed the case suppleir to load double the amount of flat 
packaged cases onto a pallet, which also resulted in half 
of the amount of pallets being required in the warehouse 
along with 50% savings on the charge of box deliveries to 
the manufacturing site

Bandall banding 
means:
›   Vast reductions in packaging 

materials
›   Much lower energy requirement
›    No tapes or glue, or closing 

machines
›   Lower transportation and 

storage costs
›   Easier and quicker to process on 

the shop floor

There are significant savings to be achieved where you can remove or reduce 
the requirement for high quantities of pre-printed carton. Where a small product 
change occurs and the printed boxes are no longer valid this can be costly. Your 
supply of banding can continue to be used by merely updating the print.

Savings and waste reduction
Allow us to help calculate the reduction in packaging materials and savings that 
you can achieve, and contribute to your waste reduction programme.
One UK supplier to the top 5 supermarkets chose Bandall banding for their 
Retail Ready Packaging and achieved a 30% reduction in packaging waste,  
600 tonnes of carton in the first year.


